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I depended on Tribal Genetics plus the Sweat Lodge or Kiva or Long
House and Prayers, Meditation, Songs and Dances, all done spiritually
en the heart and eyes of undersßanding of the Indian.
it can be assume, it has not! So there must be another
would op
50 years later,
The following was taken into consideration. Lands and resourdes taken,
white communities oppression, Governmental restrictions, governmental grown
and distributed drugs; and the weekly alottment of strong drink by the
government; as long as the Indian was permitted to practice his Song and
Dances and his rituals, tribal genetics should have opened their eyes.
Everything taught traditionally, states it should have worked with
the exception, if the Indian or someone who knew an Indian ritual, was
using this ritual spiritually, then it would not work.
But I studied the Witchcraft rituals introducted to Indian
tribes by white disciples of ISIS'S EYE, in Canada, United States, and
Mexico but there was nothing in which an Old Indian Ritual was used.
20 some years and the gathered information in that time will always start
to piece itself together.
1. Having fellowshipped with groups seeking the knowledge and lands
of the Lost Continets of MU and ATLANTIS, I was given the contents of _a prepetual prayer chain, done daily for centurys,
against the descendants of MU" and ATLANTIS so that the TIME~WALKER and its ritual would not reawaken. This was
around the late 60's and early
1970's.
2. But it wasnft till the early 1980's, when research on THE VERO AND
MELBOURNE had been completed, which such evidence started in 1917 and hasappeared to be completed in 1950, it'dìd
become clear that governmental agencies knew who the descendants of MU and ATLANTIS
_ 3. In the late l970's, I knew about the One treaty and two Papal Bulls filed with the International Court in Hague, that the
boundry lines of these alleged lost Continents were known legally.

